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Overview and information for media representatives 
 
 
ANIMATION FILM-MAKERS, ARTISTS, GAMES SPECIALISTS AND OTHER INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS 
IN ATTENDANCE AT THE FESTIVAL 
A host of film-makers, artists, games specialists and other industry professionals will be at the Festival from  
1 - 6 September 2015, and will be available for interviews. Are you interested in an interview, or a guided tour of 
the exhibitions? If so, please contact the Fantoche media office. The office will also be happy to provide you with 
a list of all the potential interview subjects present.  
 
SCREENERS AND VIEWING ROOM 
In the run-up to the Festival, Fantoche will be providing screeners of some of the feature films for media 
representatives. In addition, the Fantoche film library offers around 470 short films that have been submitted and 
previewed for our competitions, available for viewing throughout the Festival without pre-booking, in the DoK 
Galerie-Raum (Haselstrasse 9). The media office will be happy to give you more detailed information. 
Opening times: Wed – Sat midday – 10 p.m., Sun midday – 7 p.m. 
 
IMAGE MATERIAL FOR DOWNLOAD 
High-resolution image material and trailers in web quality are available for download at fantoche.ch/en/downloads. 
The material will be updated on a continuous basis throughout the Festival, so it’s worth having a look at the site. 
 
FANTOCHE 2015 PROGRAMME AND CATALOGUE 
The Festival catalogue is free of charge to media representatives, and can be picked up in the Festival Center 
from 1 September. 
 
MOBILE APP 
Free Fantoche App for iPhone, iPad & Android. Use the new magic eye function in the Fantoche App to watch the 
feature film trailers and sponsored animations in the printed programme magazine. Here you can also find the 
entire programme and all important information about the festival. Using the ‘Favourites’ function, every 
Smartphone user can put together their dream programme offline as well.  
 
MEDIA ACCREDITATION 
To obtain your media accreditation, please register on the Fantoche website under Contact > Media. You will 
receive a confirmation message and a personal code, as well as other information relating to your accreditation. 
Use this code to book seats at your chosen screenings in advance and print out your tickets. You can collect your 
accreditation documents at the information desk in the Festival Center. The individual tickets per event can be 
picked up at the cinema box offices with your accreditation/festival pass. 
 
MEDIA OFFICE 
Adrian Erni, Media Spokesman, presse@fantoche.ch, +41 56 290 14 44 / +41 79 464 64 59 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
twitter.com/fantoche_baden 
www.facebook.com/fantoche.ch 
www.youtube.com/FantocheAnimation 
vimeo.com/fantoche 
instagram.com/fantoche_animationfilmfestival/ 
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Festival Profile Fantoche 2015 
 
Launched twenty years ago in Baden, this year marks the thirteenth edition of the International Animation Film 
Festival. Something that certainly deserves a proper celebration! Swiss Federal Council member Alain Berset will 
be making a special trip to Baden to give his congratulatory address to open the festival. In its early days back in 
1995 Fantoche was still an avant-garde festival for film experts and enthusiasts. Since then, it has evolved into an 
esteemed meeting point for industry insiders and an event that draws in the crowds thanks to its prominent 
standing in the international film festival scene. It is also the biggest festival in Switzerland dedicated exclusively 
to animation and its related disciplines and genres.  
 
Although Fantoche has strong local roots, its scope is global. The festival serves as a meeting place for young 
and old and is a melting pot of different cultures. Befitting the occasion, this year’s edition has several focal points: 
Poland is the national guest of honour at Fantoche, drawing attention to the country’s diverse animated film 
landscape that offers an impressive tradition and outstanding productions. Family: that inexhaustible source of 
material for film-makers. This year’s special “Sweet & Sour” series at Fantoche draws attention to that haven of 
happiness and well-being that can sometimes degenerate suddenly into a web of anxiety and tragedy.  
 
To mark its anniversary, Fantoche will be screening more of the latest international feature films than ever before: 
17 productions in total – all premières – present bold and funny auteur works as well as major studio productions, 
comedies and fantasy films for the whole family plus sophisticated and thought-provoking works for adults. So, 
with a line-up that includes some of the hottest new animated films from around the world, it's no surprise that the 
festival is drawing visitors to Baden yet again. And as it's an anniversary year, there are even more surprises and 
novelties for audiences to look forward to. Take, for example, the open-air bike-powered Velokino, where visitors 
generate the power to operate the film projector themselves. The Swiss Made Commissions programme marks 
the first event at which Fantoche will open its doors to the field of commercial animation. 
 
The festival centres on competitions that uncover the latest international trends and styles in animated short films. 
The competitions seek out artistically daring ideas, unconventional approaches and new talent as well as top-
class auteur films and the world’s top new features. Each year, Fantoche receives more and more entries for its 
film competitions: this year, 1377 short films from 73 countries were submitted – more than ever before. Festival 
director Annette Schindler: 

“Showing your film at Fantoche and maybe even winning a prize can give many film makers a significant career boost. 
Fantoche offers a platform for films that are unconventional in terms of content and/or use of technology, that deftly question 
film norms, and that deconstruct conventions and practices. We welcome projects that push expression in animation beyond 
existing boundaries, that are bold in their experimentation, and that truly stand out through their artistic independence. At 
the same time, Fantoche is also interested in selecting traditional auteur and studio works that stand out thanks to their 
impressive union of ideas and implementation, content and form. These films are consciously juxtaposed with the 
competition’s more experimental contributions. At its core, Fantoche is about the friction between vision and tradition, 
aiming to offer new perspectives into the creative realms of animated film.” 

The competitions will also include outstanding works from across the whole content spectrum. Fantasy and 
documentary, visualisations of abstract themes, funny and compelling stories, light-hearted entertainment and 
engaging commentaries. Four programme blocks encompassing 35 films from 15 different countries will be 
screened as part of the international competition. Four of these are productions or co-productions from 
Switzerland. The Swiss competition will host 21 films in two programme blocks. Twenty-eight animated short films 
from all over the world made the cut for the third competition, the children’s category. The festival audience will 
award a prize in each of the three competition categories. An international jury assembled for each of the 
international and Swiss competitions awards prizes that recognise the many varied qualities that contribute to the 
creation of an animated film. Another jury made up of children will award the Best Kids prize. 
 
Fantoche attracts many visitors from a variety of audience segments: from 2010 to 2014, the number of attendees 
ranged from 20,900 to 22,600. Thanks to its broad appeal, the animated film festival has not only been 
established as a cultural event for film buffs, experts, interested hobbyists, curious individuals, youth and families; 
rather, Fantoche is now also a platform for meeting new people and sharing ideas. Experts from all over the world 
attend the festival and offer in-depth insights into their profession in the course of various presentations and 
workshops. And this year Fantoche will be opening its doors to other animation-related fields and genres: the 
Multimedia Animation section of this year’s programme will present historical and modern image equipment and 
installations – in other words, animation beyond the big screen. 
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Programme Summary 
 
International Competition 
The International Competition explores the very latest trends in the world of animated images, and presents the 
most creative, innovative and exciting works in animated short films from around the globe. This year, the 
selection team has whittled 1,377 submissions from 73 countries down to 35 films from 15 countries which will be 
screened for the jury and the Festival audience in four programme blocks. The films in this year's competition 
span across a wide range of topics – from the bold, cheerful or engaging, to the emotionally touching and thought-
provoking. Some are experimental while others hold their own as traditional auteur films; there are outstanding 
examples of artistic independence or technical innovation studies in abstract visualisation, pointed commentaries 
and impressive blends of ideas and implementation, of content and form. Many films tell their stories without 
language, using only images, music and sound. A wide range of genres, narrative strategies and animation 
techniques are represented as well. Fantoche makes a conscious effort to juxtapose these various concepts, 
since the festival always seeks to explore the friction between vision and tradition, offering new perspectives into 
the creative wealth of animated film-making. 
 
 
Swiss animation films in the International Competition: 

-‐ Maja Gehrig – “Königin Po”, CH 2015 
-‐ Claudius Gentinetta, Frank Braun – “Islander’s Rest”, CH 2015  
-‐ Georges Schwizgebel – “Erlkönig”, CH 2015 

One film with Swiss co-production share in the International Competition: 
-‐ Paul Bush – “The Five Minute Museum”, CH/GB 2015 

 
The jury for the International Competition: 

-‐ Ana Ascencio (CH) 
-‐ Sascha Bleuler (IL) 
-‐ Jana Jakoubek (CH) 
-‐ Michal Procházka (CZ, KR) 
-‐ Daniel Šuljić (HR) 

 
The awards of the International Competition: 
– Best Film 
– High Risk (Grand Casino Baden) 
– New Talent (Gemeinde Wettingen) 
– Best Sound (upc Cablecom) 
– Best Visual (upc Cablecom) 
– Audience Award International Competition (Julius Bär Foundation) 
 
 
Swiss Competition 
Fantoche is giving the home-grown Swiss animation film industry a platform of its own, and a presence on centre 
stage. Films by Swiss directors are automatically entered into the selection for the Swiss Competition. This puts 
the Swiss film scene in the spotlight, and at the same time presents it in an international context. And the Swiss 
Competition at Fantoche is the only one of its kind in the country that puts Swiss-made films forward for judging 
by a panel of international luminaries. Out of the 74 films from Switzerland submitted this year, 21 have been 
selected for screening at Fantoche 2015 in two programme blocks, and prizes will be awarded by the international 
jury and the audience.  
The programme segment ‘Swiss Competition’ is sponsored by the Migros-Kulturprozent (Migros Culture Percentage). 
 
The jury of the Swiss Competition: 

-‐ Doris Cleven (BE) 
-‐ Anu-Laura Tuttelberg (EE) 
-‐ Wojtek Wawszczyk (PL 

 
The awards of the Swiss Competition: 
- Best Swiss (Suisseimage/SSA) 
- High Swiss Risk (FANtoche FANs) 
- Audience Award Swiss Competition (SRG SSR) 
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Current feature films 
Outstanding auteur films, fantastic masterpieces, technical innovation, profound social critiques or light-hearted 
entertainment – Fantoche will present the latest highlights in international animated feature film productions on 
the big screen, in both 2D and 3D. To mark the 20-year anniversary, the festival will be presenting more feature 
films than ever before – 17 feature films in total, all premières. These include Pixar’s Inside Out, a film whose 
reputation as a cinematic gem already precedes it. Fantoche has invited directors and other key film studio 
contacts to view this large-scale production alongside two other films, with the aim of offering the audience an 
insight into the film-making process. Three of the feature films on offer are appropriate for children aged six and 
over; five others for children eight and over – and all are perfect for a family visit. Versions of the family films that 
are dubbed or translated live into German will be screened on Wednesday and Thursday afternoon as well as on 
the weekend (see programme booklet for exact dates and times).  
 
“Inside Out“ – Pete Docter, Ronnie Del Carmen, US 2015, 94', E/d, 6y 
The control centre of Riley’s head is where decisions are governed by joy, sadness, disgust, fear and anger. 
When her family moves to San Francisco, the life of this happy-go-lucky eleven year old is suddenly turned 
upside down. The latest jewel in the Pixar crown offers a surprising explanation for the trials and tribulations of 
puberty while providing its trademark mix of entertainment for young and old alike. 
 
Making-of “Inside Out“ with Martin Senn, technical artist, Switzerland 
Simultaneous translation 
Martin Senn’s career sounds like a dream come true. Employed by Pixar in Emeryville as a technical artist in the 
matte paint department, he sits at the joint of art and technology. Here artists and technical staff collaborate 
shoulder to shoulder. Senn gives insight in his work for the already famous ‘brain freeze’ effect in the film “Inside 
Out”. 
 
“Song oft he Sea“ – Tomm Moore, IE/BE/FR/LU 2014, 93', F/d/e, 6y, live voice-over 
Ben and his little sister Saoirse embark on a fantastic journey through Irish mythology to find their way home to 
their father. Saoirse, who has the ability to turn into a seal, is the only person who can free a group of cursed 
mythical beings with her singing and return them to the spirit world. 
 
“Tout en haut du monde“ – Rémi Chayé, FR/DK 2015, 80', F/d/e, 8y, live voice-over 
St.Petersburg, 1982. Young aristocrat Sasha sets out on a journey in search of her much admired grandfather, 
explorer Oloukine, who never returned from his last trip and thus damaged the reputation of his family. Sasha 
determinedly rushes into a quest for Oloukine’s arctic ship through harsh setbacks and magnificent landscapes. 
 
Making-of „Tout en haut du monde“, with Rémi Chayé, Director, France, Simultaneous translation 
At its premiere at the Annecy festival, the film immediately won the Audience Award. Director Rémy Chayé has 
previously been involved in plenty of award-winning films such as “Secret of Kells” and “The Painting”. He will 
describe some aspects of the production of the first film under his direction. 
 
“Avril et le monde truqué” – Christian Desmares, Franck Ekinci, FR/BE/CA 2015, 90', F/d/e, 8y 
What does a society look like if there have been no technological advancements since the previous century? In 
1941 in Pariss Avril embarks on an adventure to find her scientist parents who were abducted by the authorities. 
The distinctive visual imagery of Jacques Tardi is brought to the screen with impressive skill in this StudioCanal 
production. 
Presenting Partner: Fumetto – Internationales Comix-Festival Luzern. 
 
“The Macic Mountain” – Anca Damian, RO/FR/PL 2015, 84', F/e, 14y 
In the 1980s, the life of a Polish refugee in Paris takes a dramatic turn. He travels to Afghanistan to fight against 
communist Soviet troops. Romanian filmmaker Anca Damian portrays the life of Adam Jacek Winkler as a moving 
animated docu-drama. 
 
“Phantom Boy” – Jean-Loup Felicioli, Alain Gagnol, BE/FR 2015, 84', F/d/e, 10y, live voice-over 
Eleven-year-old Leo has a special gift: he can leave his body and float through the air as an apparition. When Leo 
has to go to hospital, he meets injured policeman Alex and helps him to bring a dangerous criminal to justice. 
Directors Gagnol and Felicioli last charmed the audience at Fantoche with “A Cat in Paris”. 
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“Sarusuberi: Miss Hokusai” – Keiichi Hara, JP 2015, 90', JAP/e, 14y 
1814: The temperamental O-Ei, daughter of the successful Japanese master painter Hokusai, lives with her father 
in a chaotic workshop and draws for clients in Edo (the former name for Tokyo). When O-Ei’s blind sister falls ill, 
Hokusai and O-Ei must face their emotions and overcome the challenge together. With enchanting imagery and a 
strong female protagonist, this anime film is a huge triumph. 
 
“When Marnie Was There” – Hiromasa Yonebayashi, JP 2014, 103', JAP/d/e, 8y 
During her summer holiday, the introverted Annie gets to know the cheerful Marnie. Despite their different 
backgrounds, the pair discover a bond that goes deeper than their sky-blue eyes. Most likely the final production 
from Studio Ghibli in its current form, the film reaches new levels of viewing pleasure. It is based on the YA novel 
by British author Joan G. Robinson. 
 
“Mune” – Alexandre Heboyan, Benoît Philippon, FR 2015, 86', F/d/e, 6y, live voice-over 
Mune is a faun with a head full of nonsense. At a major ceremony for mythical creatures, it comes as a huge 
surprise when he is appointed Guardian of the Moon. At first, the proud Sun Guardian Sohone is reluctant to take 
him seriously. But when the sun is stolen, Sohone has to rely on Mune and the fragile wax-child Glim to get it 
back. 
 
“Truth Has Fallen” – Sheila Sofian, US 2013, 60', E/d, 14y 
Joyce Ann Brown was sentenced to life in prison on a murder charge. She spent nine years of her life behind bars 
before her innocence could be proven. Such cases are by no means isolated. This animated documentary tells 
the stories of three falsely imprisoned people and the years they spent fighting to achieve justice in the face of a 
flawed US justice system. 
Subtiteling supported by Stiftung Corymbo 
 
“Koo! Kin-dza-dza” – Georgy Daneliya, Tatiana Ilyina, RU 2013, 90', RU/d/e, 14y 
One cold evening in Moscow, star cellist Chizhov and the daydreamer Tolik are teleported to the planet Plyuk. 
There strange creatures fly across an endless desert wasteland in tin cans and a match is worth more than a 
person’s life. Tolik and Chizhov realise that they only have one chance at salvation: by sticking together. 
 
“Extraordinary Tales” – Raul Garcia, LU/US/ES/BE 2015, 73', E, 14y 
Five animated films exploring five different types of visual imagery tell five morbid, romantic tales by Edgar Allan 
Poe. The film starts when Poe’s alter ego, the raven Nevermore, is coaxed by the seductive Lady Death into 
entering the realm of the dead. But Poe is not ready to meet his maker yet... 
Presenting Partner: NIFFF Neuchâtel 
 
“On the White Planet” – Bum-Wook Hur, KR 2014, 73', KOR/e, 16y 
All inhabitants on the white planet have white skin. Except one: Choi Min-je, a boy with skin-colour skin who is 
treated as a leper because of it. In a world of savagery, discrimination and fear, he has to rely on himself and 
struggles through life as an outlaw. Winner at the 2015 Holland Animation Film Festival, the d.but film by 
Bum-Wook Hur truly gets under the skin. 
 
“Pos Eso” – Sam, ES 2014, 82', ES/e, 16y 
After the premature death of her husband, the flamenco dancer Trini slips into depression. In the meantime, her 
son Damian begins to develop a number of evil character traits. The only hope is Father Lenin, a priest. Can he 
save the family? The black comedy “Pos Eso” is an homage to the greatest horror films in celluloid history and 
honours the spirit of flamenco dancing. 
 
“The Stressful Adventures of Boxhead and Roundhead” – Elliot Cowan, US/RO 2014, 72', E/d, 8y 
After a series of appearances in short films, Boxhead and Roundhead are back in a funny feature-length 
adventure. When their house is demolished one day, the pair have to go into town to demand a new one from the 
authorities. To be able to pay the handling charge to deal with their case, Boxhead decides to look for work, while 
Roundhead tries his hand as an artist. 
 
“Little from the Fish Shop” – Jan Balej, CZ 2015, 72', CS/d/e, 14y 
One day, the Sea King and his family are forced to leave the ruined waters of their homeland and live among 
people. On land, the daughter meets the shady J.J. and falls in love with him. A tragic, moving story 
based on the fairy tale “The Little Mermaid”. 
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Making-of “Little from the Fish Shop”, with Michael Carrington, Simultaneous translation 
Director Jan Balej had good reasons to adapt Andersen’s fairy tale “The Little Mermaid”for his film. His chief 
animator Michael Carrington will explain why, as well as speaking about what fairy tale archetypes have to 
do with contemporary reality and about his choice of the stop motion technique. 
Curated by Erik Van Drunen, In presence of chief animator Michael Carrington, English with German translation 
 
“Cheatin’” – Bill Plympton, US 2013, 76', no dialogue, 16y 
The story of an irrepressibly passionate love, sly betrayals and maddening jealousy plays out in a series of 
dazzling, vibrant images – every frame is hand-drawn by a single artist, the American master of independent 
animation Bill Plympton.  
 
Screening times in the Fantoche Festival programme and at www.fantoche.ch 
 
In contrast, the Coming Soon presentations will offer an insight into feature film projects that are currently under 
production – director Franck Van Leeuwen will be presenting his Franco-Swiss coproduction Young Perez; the 
award-winning Damian Nenow will show his adept juxtaposition of animation with live action in his war drama 
Another Day of Life and Peter Budinský, who founded one of the very first animation studios in Slovakia in 2013, 
will offer insights into his latest work, Heart of a Tower. 
Curated by Erik Van Drunen. 
 
More information about the “Coming Soon“ presentations in the programme magazine, p. 11 
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Focus Poland 
After a consistently strong showing by films from Poland in Fantoche's International Competition section in recent 
years, it became clear that a closer look at the Polish animated film scene was needed. Some film-makers had 
been able to make a name for themselves before the country’s political transition, thereby paving the way for the 
new dynamic that has arisen in the past few years. The success of the Polish animated film industry can be 
attributed to a number of key factors. This certainly includes the Łódź Film School, which celebrated the 25th 
anniversary of its animation faculty making it one of the oldest animation faculties in the world. Numerous equally 
important studios will also feature, all of which consistently produce the highest-calibre of animated film 
productions. 
 
Fantoche will have the privilege of bringing in curator duo Piotr Szczepanowicz and Anja Šošić as part of the 
festival’s focus on Poland. Both are experts in Polish animation art and history. Animation film producer Anja 
Šošić was a member of the Fantoche jury for the ‘Swiss Competition’ in 2014 and Piotr Szczepanowicz has 
worked as an animation director and special effects artist on projects such as Peter and the Wolf, which won an 
Oscar in 2007. One short film that he produced, Ziegenort (Tomasz Popakul), won awards at several international 
festivals, including Fantoche. 
 
The focus on Polish animation at the 13th Fantoche Festival sheds light on a country with not only an 
impressively rich animation history and tradition, but also a dynamic and highly differentiated contemporary 
scene, represented by a young generation of directors. The selection of the outstanding Polish films from the past 
10 years is juxtaposed with hand- drawn classic animation films well known for their poetic-metaphoric narration.  
 
For their programme, the two curators personally selected short films from the impressively rich tradition of Polish 
animated film-making, which boasts a highly diverse animation landscape. These four theme-based film blocks of 
historic and contemporary films will be complemented by a Jan January Janczak retrospective that includes 
feature films as well as a presentation by a film academy and a film studio.  
 
 
Focus Poland: Short film programme 
 
“On the Move”, 72’, 14y 
When we go on a journey, we are in constant movement. Whether we go straight or in circles – sometimes the 
goal is not to arrive, but to be moving. Journeys change us. How do we deal with these changes once we come 
back home? This selection of films deals with movement, with encountering the new or seeing always the same. 
 
“Social Puzzle”, 68’, 16y 
Each individual is part of a complex social structure, a network of interconnected elements. These films deal with 
the relation between an individual and a group. They remind us that life is an eternal chain of  action and reaction. 
 
“Between the Two of Us”, 69’, 16y 
A programme of animations dealing with the relationship between two individuals that are counter-poles. Whether 
they are friends, lovers or enemies – there are two clear sides that have a conflict to solve. Their contrast is 
played out not only on the story level but even stronger visually, leading to surprising graphic solutions. 
 
“Inner Worlds”, 71’, 14y 
What do you see when you look inside? These films invite you to enter into a surreal and dreamlike atmosphere. 
They contemplate on the inner state of our being – a place that cannot be described with facts but only 
with metaphors. 
 
“Jan January Janczak Retrospective”, 70’, 8J 
The artist Jan January Janczak (b. 1938 in Środa, Poland) has lived and worked in Switzerland since 1980. His 
animated films from the 1970s are true visual experiences both in terms of content and technical innovation. Now, 
several decades later, Fantoche has dug deep into the archives and will present several short films on the big 
screen – it is sure to be an eye-opening experience for casual viewers and aficionados alike. 
Curated by Raphaël Rück. A collaboration with the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Bern. 
 
For film listings for the individual short film programmes, see Fantoche Festival programme, p. 12/13, as well as 
catalogue and website. 
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Focus Poland: Feature Films 
 
“Crulic – The Path to Beyond” – Anca Damian, RO/PL 2011, 73', RO/d/e, 16y 
Animated documentary telling the life story of Claudiu Crulic, a 33 year old Romanian who died on hunger strike 
in a Polish prison in 2008. Director Anca Damian creates a dense visual puzzle that tries to find the truth behind a 
tragic chain of events. 
Subtiteling supported by Stiftung Corymbo 
 
“George the Hedgehog” – Jakub Tarkowski, Tomasz Leśniak, PL 2010, 80', PL/e, 16y 
George is an easy-going urban hedgehog whose hobbies include skateboarding, drinking beer and having sex 
with married women. When he gets into trouble with a mad scientist, two Neo-Nazis and a lunatic clone of 
himself, he finally has to make some serious decisions. 
 
Screening times in the Fantoche Festival programme and at www.fantoche.ch 
 
 
Focus Poland: Talks and Presentations 
Studio Presentation Human Ark, with Wojtek Wawszczyk, Simultaneous translation 
Human Ark was founded in 2008 and quickly became one of Poland’s leading animation studios. Specialising in 
3D character animation, the company is a hub for Poland’s best animators, designers and comic book artists. 
Creative director Wojtek Wawszczyk gives an insight into the studio’s work and philosophy. 
English with German translation 
 
Film School in Łódź, with Kacper Zamarło, Simultaneous translation 
In 2014, Ł.dź Film School celebrated the 25th anniversary of its animation department, making it one of the oldest 
in the world. Kacper Zamarło, graduate and teacher, will present the history and achievements of the renowned 
school and show some of ist remarkable works. 
English with German translation 
 
Curated by Anja Šošić und Piotr Szczepanowicz (PL) 
Collaboration with the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in 
Bern, the Polish Film Institute in Warshaw, and the Polish 
Animation Producers Association in Warsaw 
 
More information on the talks in the Fantoche Festival programme, p. 13. 
Other events with a connection to Poland: Feature Film “The Magic Mountain”, Coming Soon “Another Day of 
Life”, Fantoche Festival programme p. 9 & 11 
 
 
Family Sweet & Sour 
The core of all human relationships: family. The second special series at Fantoche 2015 sheds cinematic light on 
the sweet as well as sour aspects of family life. It is the root of the most primal and at times strongest bond 
between people, the locus of delicate and fragile felicity nurtured lovingly and in total confidence. Yet family can 
also be a source of great drama, the erstwhile refuge of well-being liable to disintegrate into a hub of aggression. 
All of these aspects offer plenty of writing material. The short film programme of timeless classics and brand new 
films runs the gamut of emotional and narrative family portraits – from endearing to melancholic, amusing to 
tragic, vivid and fresh to edgy and dark. 
The special Sweet & Sour series, curated by Michal Procházka. 
 
“Dreams & Desires”, 75’, 14y 
This programme borrows its name from Joanna Quinn’s famous film. Her witty, social and vibrant drawings 
introduce silly characters experiencing family mishaps and the desire for a better life. Their reality keeps betraying 
their dreams; hence, their desire proves to be stronger and more intriguing than their dreams. 
 
“In the Name oft he Father”, 89’, 14y 
You might have to travel to the other side of the world in order to understand your father. This programme 
proposes sensitive films about the fragile universe of fatherhood and makes us feel that facing a father is one of 
the most inexplicable experiences: howcan we love and question this authority, how inevitable is our revolt 
against it? 
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“Family Easy Pieces”, 87’, 10y 
Family dramas never cease to fascinate us. A stable family can collapse over an aggravating Sunday: a child’s 
jealousy becomes dangerous when its mother turns to her lover. The private family turns out to be a poignant 
political issue. A mere short storyline can give rise to enormous questions about human existence – conditioned 
by the family. 
 
For film listings for the individual short film programmes, see Fantoche Festival programme, p. 20 
Screening times in the Fantoche Festival programme and at www.fantoche.ch 
 
Fantoche on bikes 
There seems to be quite a bit of peddling going on near the train station in Baden. As a special anniversary gift, 
Fantoche presents its bike-powered open-air Velokino. Instead of purchasing a ticket for admission, visitors trade 
their athleticism for this new kind of cinematic pleasure by generating the actual power that runs the projector. 
Thirteen stationary bikes have been set up for the bikers. With the combined power of their many calves, they will 
certainly be putting the motion back into motion picture. 
A partnership with Migros Aare and Pro Velo Baden with special anniversary support from the city of Baden. 
 
“Les Triplettes de Belleville” – Sylvain Chomet, FR 2003, 78’, 8y 
In a suburb of Paris, Madame Souza is training her grandson to compete in the Tour de France. Before long, the 
pair make their way to Belleville, where they meet three elderly variety stars who help them to elude the French 
Mafia. Created by Silvain Chomet in 2003, this cult film is loaded with truly surreal visuals. 
 
“Animation Cycling”, 60’, 8y 
The bicycle is a celebrated subject of animated films. Whether as sports equipment, timeless or fashionable 
accessory, lifestyle choice, ecological statement, loyal companion or practical mode of transport: these films all 
honour the bicycle, each one in its own way. 
Curated by Judith Affolter 
 
“Animated Musicvideo Darlings”, 70’, 10y 
The Fantoche-Team has selected 18 gems from a treasure trove of clips. The result is a fast-paced programme 
featuring a mix of much-loved and newly discovered music videos from all over the world. 
 
“#gif #fantoche”, 60’, 10y 
As an ever-changing online format for micro-animations, GIF culture is continuing to gain recognition as an art 
form. The combination of speed, innovation and almost limitless adaptability is key to its popularity. 
Curated by Pascal Etzensperger 
 
“Daytime Velokino”, 6y 
Throughout the day, pedal-powered short films are shown on a monitor so that families and children gain an 
insight into how much muscle power is required to project a short animated film. 
Film programme from Cartoon Network and HSLU 
 
For a young audience 
The young audience is very important at Fantoche. Children aged 4 and up are welcome at the Festival. The 
programme offers two age-appropriate and bespoke short film programmes (‘Together or not?’, 4–7 years / 
‘And in the End’, 8–12 years) featuring the latest films, from which the child audience and a child jury will choose 
the best film. Children aged four and over can attend the Helveticus 2 film block where they will encounter 
interesting people who are influential in Switzerland. In the Ready Steady STOP workshop, animator Dustin Rees 
will be showing off a motorway that gives children, young people and adults a chance to put the pedal to the 
metal: Dodge obstacles, overtake other cars or fly off the road – and you don’t even need a driving licence! For 
the latest feature film showings suitable for children, Fantoche has commissioned specially dubbed versions or 
hired interpreters, to make sure the kids don’t miss out on anything!  
 ‘For a young audience’ programme in cooperation with ‘Die Zauberlaterne’ children’s film club. 
Programme “Helveticus 2” in collaboration with SRG SSR. 
Kids Audience Award sponsored by Kaufmann Turmkrane AG. 
 
Film programme and screening times in the Fantoche Festival programme and at www.fantoche.ch 
 
 
Animation goes Multimedia 
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Fantoche presents animation in all facets: interactive, mobile and even multimedia. At each of the various events, 
Fantoche offers visitors the opportunity to see the creative work that drives this multifaceted industry. Along with 
the crowning category of motion picture films, animation has been explored in various settings since time 
immemorial. Trends and zeitgeist continue to drive its evolution – well into the spheres of digital and alternate 
reality.  
The Multimedia Animation programme is sponsored by the AVINA STIFTUNG, Schweizerischen Kulturstiftung für Audiovision, 
the Bundesamt für Kultur and the Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council. 
 
The Historical Animation Devices exhibit at Galerie DoK promises to be a veritable time warp. On display will 
be picture and animation devices of up to 100 years old including the mutoscope, ratinoscope, zoetrope, magic 
lantern and stereoscope from the Uldis Mākulis and A. & F. Schindler collections. Performer Livia Krummenacher 
will be around late into the night with her magic lantern, projecting images from hundred-year-old glass panels 
onto building façades at various locations throughout the city and – just like in years gone by – telling stories to 
accompany them. 
 
Today, young, innovative minds are once again taking animations out of movie theatres and away from the big 
screen and into the open air. These new animation devices are being presented at the Stanzerei together with 
new games from the zhdk factory. Adventure Games – Puzzles and Strange Stories presents the latest student 
projects focusing on interactive narratives. In the same space, two stars of the Swiss animation industry, Sam & 
Fred Guillaume, will be presenting Jolieville animation sequences in video boxes, giving the audience an 
opportunity to act as voyeurs into a would-be idyllic life in a colourful suburban neighbourhood. Am Rande der 
Zeit (On the Edge of Time) is Lukas Thiele’s virtually reinvented zoetrope. The 360-degree panoramic dome 
February from Maarten Isaäk de Heer also shows Stanzerei visitors the infinite possibilities of animation. 
 
Alternate reality game X-Giranimation – An Interactive Animation Game in the City was developed especially 
for the Fantoche anniversary. This legendary technology was used 20 years ago to extract giraffes from animated 
films. To mark the 20-year anniversary, Mela Kocher and Markus Rossé have brought about a renaissance in the 
technology using smartphones and tablets. On a digitally animated scavenger hunt through Baden, the animals 
can once again be caught and brought back to their native digital homes.  
 
 
For professional audiences  
In 2015, Fantoche will be putting on a new event for its professional guests and opening its doors to commercial 
animated productions. At the Fantoche Industry Talk, leading figures from Swiss agencies, production houses 
and studios will discuss their strategies and visions for a successful future. The Swiss Made Commissions 
programme will also be presenting the trends that have emerged in Switzerland’s animated film landscape over 
the past four years. 
Fantoche Industry Talk in collaboration with Christian Ströhle, Immanuel Wagner and Manu Weiss. 
Swiss Made Commissions curated by Manu Weiss. 
 
You can rub shoulders with the animated film-makers in attendance at the Festival, at the ‘branch brunches’ 
hosted by Restaurant Spedition. At these daily breakfast get-togethers, directors whose films were shown the 
previous evening will answer questions about their work.  
 
In addition, industry professionals and interested amateurs can take a look behind the scenes in presentations 
and workshops. In the workshop ‘Inbetween Animation & Game Design’ in the 2woi, the world of animation 
meets the world of games. Students from the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts HSLU Animation 
department and the Game Design course at Zurich University of the Arts ZHdK work together to develop a short 
game. The Swiss Game Developer’s Association (SGDA) will also be presenting projects that connect animation 
with gaming in the Animation meets Game Design projects. 
A collaboration of Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Animation Department, and Zurich University of the Arts 
(ZHdK), Department of Game Design. 
 
Film programme and screening times in the Fantoche Festival programme and at www.fantoche.ch, p. 23 
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Fantoche Expanded 
 
Fantoche is branching out in all directions this year: The festival’s Nadasdy Film studio presentation offers a 
glimpse behind the scenes of what is likely the most active Swiss animated film studio and winner of many prizes 
the world over. The GIF It a Go workshop is aimed at anyone interested in producing GIFs on their own 
smartphone and learning what goes into producing digital mini-animations such as the 9GAG jokes or purring 
kitties in FB messenger. But Fantoche isn’t just taking place at the Fantoche venues. For example, the Zurich 
Museum of Design will be hosting Zurich’s Long Night of the Museums (5 September 2015), which includes its 
own short film programme entitled I know what you did last night. Immediately after the festival, the short film 
Framous – a montage of sequences drawn by film-makers spontaneously during the festival and live in front of 
the audience – will be available for viewing at www.fantoche.ch. And the absurdist street theatre La Route will 
give the audience a chance to delve into a crazy chase with wild overtaking manoeuvres in a combination of 
action film and puppetry. 

More information in the Fantoche Festival programme, S. 25 & 26 und auf www.fantoche.ch 
 
 
... and lots more 
The Festival atmosphere will be enhanced with some special attractions. At the Fantoche Royal Fish bar, the 
festival will invite visitors to celebrate and dance to a wild spectacle of impressive acts, the finest electronic 
sounds, thumping bass and top tunes from Polish and Swiss influences. True to the motto “move like a fish on a 
hook and make waves”, the best entertainment outside the cinema can be found right here! 
 
More information and detailed programme in the Fantoche Festival programme, p. 26, and at http://ro.yal.fish 
 
The culinary well-being of Fantoche’s guests will be in the capable hands of James Kong, who in August 2013 
took over Restaurant Spedition in the Merker courtyard. 
 
 
Before Fantoche is after Fantoche: ‘Best of Fantoche on Tour 2015’ 
Two weeks after the curtain comes down on the Festival, ‘Best of Fantoche on Tour’ and ‘Best Kids 2015’ will 
be going on a ‘Tour de Suisse’. In a selection of cities across Switzerland, the highlights of the 2015 Festival will 
be re-screened in more than twenty cinemas.  
 
Destinations and cinemas, see Fantoche Festival programme, p. 28, and separate flyer 
 
 
Guests at Fantoche 
Even when the Festival isn’t running, Fantoche fosters a lively exchange with partner festivals and programme 
partners:  
Basil Vogt; Botschaft der Republik Polen in Bern; Cartoon Network; Figura Theaterfestival, Baden; Fumetto – 
Internationales Comix-Festival Luzern; Genossenschaft Migros Aare; GSFA, Schweizerische Trickfilmgruppe; 
Hochschule Luzern, Design & Kunst, Studienbereich Animation; Multimediale Kulturbühne Royal, Baden; 
Museum Langmatt, Baden; NIFFF – Neuchâtel International Fantastic Film Festival; Polish Animation Producers 
Association, Warschau; Polish Film Institute, Warschau; Schweizer Kulturstiftung Pro Helvetia, Zürich; SRG SSR, 
Schweizerische Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft, Bern; Pro Velo Region Baden; Uldis Mā kulis; «Die 
Zauberlaterne» Filmklub für Kinder, Neuenburg; Zürcher Hochschule der Künste, ZHdK, Vertiefung Game 
Design. 
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FACTS & FIGURES  
 
Venues at Fantoche 2015 
The Festival Center is located in Baden’s Merker-Areal. The Areal, provided with an ideal infrastructure, is 
centrally located and is just a few minutes’ walk from Baden railway station. 
- an in-house festival restaurant, operated by Restaurant Spedition / James Kong 
- Fantoche Royal Festival bar and party venue  
- Stanzerei exhibition space, Tumbler workshop space 
- information desk, Fantoche shop and the Fantoche film library, workshop spaces 
 
 
Festival cinemas 
In 2015, Fantoche will be using six cinemas in Baden and nearby Wettingen. All cinemas are within walking 
distance of the Festival Center: 
- Kino Trafo 1, Baden, 401 seats (film programme) 
- Kino Trafo 2, Baden, 252 seats (film programme) 
- Kino Trafo 3, Baden, 169 seats (film programme) 
- Kino Sterk 1, Baden, 118 seats (film programme and presentations) 
- Kino Orient, Wettingen, 140 seats (film programme and presentations) 
 
 
Exhibition and event spaces 
The exhibition and event spaces Fantoche will be using are likewise all located within walking distance of the 
Festival Center: 
- DoK Galerie 
- Kulturbetrieb Royal 
- Kunstraum Baden  
- Stanzerei and Tumbler, Festival Center 
- Restaurant Spedition at the Festival Center 
- Cycle-In Cinema 
- Vereinslokal Zwoi 
 
Exact addresses and map in the Fantoche Festival programme, p. 30 
 
 
Fantoche management, imprint 
 
Annette Schindler, Festival Director: Annette Schindler has made a name for herself as manager, instigator 
and co-founder of a number of institutions and festivals. These have included the Haus für elektronische Künste 
(2010), the Shift-Festival für elektronische Künste (2007–2010), with Digital Art Collection/Store (since 2005), 
[plugi.in] Kunst und neue Medien Basel (2000–2010). Before that, she worked at the Swiss Institute New York 
(1997–2000) and at the Kunsthaus Glarus (1995–1997). In 2010, the Swiss Federal Office for Culture 
(Bundesamt für Kultur) awarded Annette Schindler the Prix Meret Oppenheim for her work in promoting art. She 
took over the artistic direction of Fantoche in 2012. Since the staff restructuring at the beginning of 2013, Annette 
Schindler has been Festival Director and programme manager. Since 2013, she has also been a member of the 
executive board of the Conférence des Festivals.  
 
Further details of the Fantoche board and the team and helpers can be found in the Imprint section of the Festival 
programme and at www.fantoche.ch 
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Fantoche would like to thank the following for their financial and material support: 
 
Public Authorities  
Kanton Aargau | Stadt Baden | Bundesamt für Kultur | 
MEDIA Desk Suisse | SWISSLOS Kanton Aargau | 
Gemeinde Wettingen | Gemeinde Obersiggenthal | Gemeinde Ennetbaden |  
Gemeinde Fislisbach | Gemeinde Oberrohrdorf | Gemeinde Untersiggenthal |  
Gemeinde Würenlos | Gemeinde Ehrendingen 
 
 
Sponsors  
Baranday AG, Zürich | Bringolf Irion Vögeli GmbH, Zürich | 
Cropmark AG, Wettingen | FedEx Express – Official Shipping Partner |  
Merker Liegenschaften AG, Baden | Schwabe AG, Muttenz | Stadt Baden, Standortmarketing | 
Starticket AG, Zollikon | STERK CINE AG, Baden 
 
Prize Donors 
Grand Casino Baden (High Risk) | Gemeinde Wettingen (New Talent) |  
upc cablecom (Best Sound & Best Visual) | Julius Bär Foundation (Audience Award International Competition) | 
SUISSEIMAGE / SSA (Best Swiss) | SRG SSR (Audience Award Swiss Competition) | FANtoche FANs (High 
Swiss Risk) | 
Kaufmann Turmkrane AG (Kids Audience Award) 
 
Foundations & Institutions 
Avina Stiftung | Stiftung Corymbo | Migros-Kulturprozent | Genossenschaft Migros Aare |  
Paul Schiller Stiftung | Botschaft der Republik Polen in Bern | Pro Velo Baden |  
Schweizerische Kulturstiftung für Audiovision | Schweizer Kulturstiftung Pro Helvetia 
 
Media Partners  
APG|SGA Digital Sales | Anzeiger Region Bern | art-tv.ch | animationsfilme.ch 
az Aargauer Zeitung | CH Television | cineman.ch | ensuite | OutNow.ch | persönlich |  
Publicitas Cinecom | Radio Kanal K | Swiss Development GmbH | Star TV | 
SRG SSR Schweizerische Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft | 
SPICK | toasted.ch | Yokai | 451° Filmportal 
 
 
Thanks 
We’d like to thank all our supporters and partners for their generous support – it’s thanks to them that we’re able 
to bring you Fantoche in 2015, and in the future too. 
 
 


